We show that the Lusztig integral form is dual to the RTT integral form of the quantum loop algebra Uv(Lsln) with respect to the new Drinfeld pairing on it. Our proof is based on the shuffle algebra realization of the former integral form of [T].
Introduction

Summary.
For a simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra g, the quantum function algebra is dual to the Lusztig form U v (g) of the quantum group of g. For g = sl n , this is reflected by the duality between the Lusztig and RTT integral forms of U v (sl n ) with respect to the Drinfeld-Jimbo pairing on it. In this short note, we establish an affine version of the above result for sl n replaced with sl n and the Drinfeld-Jimbo pairing replaced with the new Drinfeld pairing.
1.2. Outline of the paper.
• In Section 2, we recall the quantum loop (quantum affine with the trivial central charge) algebra U v (Lsl n ) as well as its two integral forms: U v (Lsl n ) (naturally arising in the RTT presentation of [FRT] ) and U v (Lsl n ) (introduced by G. Lusztig in the Drinfeld-Jimbo presentation). Both integral forms posses triangular decompositions (Propositions 2.16, 2.27) generalizing the one for U v (Lsl n ) (Proposition 2.9). We also recall our constructions of the PBWD (Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt-Drinfeld) bases for the "positive and negative subalgebras" of both integral forms established in [T] (Theorems 2.15, 2.30) . Finally, we recall the new Drinfeld topological Hopf algebra structure and the new Drinfeld pairing on U v (Lsl n ).
• In Section 3, we recall the shuffle algebra S (n) , its two integral forms, and finally the shuffle algebra realizations of the "positive subalgebras" U > v (Lsl n ) (Theorem 3.4, first established in [N] ), and U > v (Lsl n ), U > v (Lsl n ) (Theorem 3.7 and Remark 3.9, established in [T] ). Finally, we enlarge S (n) to the extended shuffle algebra S (n),≥ by adding the Cartan generators satisfying (3.10), thus obtaining the shuffle realization (3.11) of U ≥ v (Lsl n ), and recall the formulas (3.12, 3.13) for the new Drinfeld coproduct on it of [N, Proposition 3.5 ].
• In Section 4, we prove that the integral form U v (Lsl n ) is dual to U v (Lsl n ) with respect to the new Drinfeld pairing (Theorem 4.1), which constitutes the main result of this note. Our proof is crucially based on the shuffle realizations of Section 3 as well as utilizes the entire family of the PBWD bases of U v (Lsl n ) of Theorem 2.15 (Remark 4.31).
2. Quantum loop algebra U v (Lsl n ) and its integral forms 2.1. Quantum loop algebra U v (Lsl n ).
Let I = {1, . . . , n − 1}, (c ij ) i,j∈I be the Cartan matrix of sl n , and v be a formal variable. Following [D] , define the quantum loop algebra of sl n (in the new Drinfeld presentation), denoted by U v (Lsl n ), to be the associative C(v)-algebra generated by {e i,r , f i,r , ψ ± i,±s } r∈Z,s∈N i∈I with the following defining relations:
(2.5)
where [a, b] x := ab − x · ba and the generating series are defined as follows:
i∈I , {e i,r } r∈Z i∈I , and {ψ ± i,±s } s∈N i∈I , respectively. The following is standard (see e.g. [H] ): Proposition 2.9. (a) (Triangular decomposition of U v (Lsl n )) The multiplication map
is isomorphic to the C(v)-algebra generated by {e i,r } r∈Z i∈I (resp. {f i,r } r∈Z i∈I and {ψ ± i,±s } s∈N i∈I ) with the defining relations (2.2, 2.7) (resp. (2.3, 2.8) and (2.1)).
RTT integral form
Let {α i } n−1 i=1 be the standard simple positive roots of sl n , and ∆ + denote the set of positive roots:
Consider the following total ordering on ∆ + :
(2.10)
This gives rise to the total ordering on ∆ + × Z:
(β, r) ≤ (β , r ) iff β < β or β = β , r ≤ r .
(2.11)
For any pair 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and r ∈ Z, we choose a decomposition r = r(α j + . . . + α i , r) = (r j , . . . , r i ) ∈ Z i−j+1 such that r j + . . . + r i = r.
(2.12)
A particular example of such a decomposition is
Following [T, (2.11, 2.18) ], define the elements e β,r ∈ U > v (Lsl n ) and f β,
(2.13)
In the special case r(β, r) = r (0) (β, r), we shall denote e β,r and f β,r simply by e β,r and f β,r .
The [FT, Proposition 3.43 
is the C(v)-algebra embedding of [DF] .
As before, fix a decomposition r(β, r) for every β ∈ ∆ + , r ∈ Z. We order { e β,r(β,r) } r∈Z β∈∆ + with respect to (2.11), while { f β,r(β,r) } r∈Z β∈∆ + are ordered with respect to the opposite ordering on ∆ + × Z. Finally, choose any total ordering of {ψ i,r } r∈Z i∈I defined via ψ i,r :=
Having specified these three total orderings, elements F · H · E with F, E, H being ordered monomials in { f β,r(β,r) } r∈Z β∈∆ + , { e β,r(β,r) } r∈Z β∈∆ + , {ψ i,r } r∈Z i∈I (note that we allow negative powers of ψ i,0 ), respectively, are called the ordered PBWD monomials (in the corresponding generators).
The following result was established in [T, Theorems 2.15, 2.19] and [FT, Theorem 3 .55]:
Theorem 2.15. Fix a decomposition r(β, r) for every β ∈ ∆ + , r ∈ Z.
(a1) The ordered PBWD monomials in { f β,r(β,r) , ψ i,r , e β,r(β,r) } r∈Z i∈I,β∈∆ + form a basis of a free
. This theorem together with Proposition 2.9 imply the triangular decomposition of U v (Lsl n ):
Proposition 2.16. The multiplication map
To define the Lusztig integral form, we recall the Drinfeld-Jimbo realization of U v (Lsl n ). Let I = I ∪ {i 0 } be the vertex set of the extended Dynkin diagram and (c ij ) i,j∈ I be the extended Cartan matrix. The Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum loop algebra of sl n , denoted by
i } i∈ I with the following defining relations:
(2.20) The following result is due to [D] :
which shall be also referred to as the Lusztig integral form.
Let us now recall a more explicit description of U v (Lsl n ). For i ∈ I, r ∈ Z, k ∈ N, define
(2.23)
We also define the generators
Remark 2.26. The subalgebra U > v (Lsl n ) was first considered in [G] . The following triangular decomposition of U v (Lsl n ) is due to [CP, Proposition 6 .1]:
(2.28) and consider their divided powers
with k β,r ∈ N (only finitely many nonzero) will be called the ordered PBWD monomials of U > v (Lsl n ) and U < v (Lsl n ), respectively. The following result was established in [T, Theorem 8.5] :
Hopf algebra structure and Hopf pairing.
Let us first recall the general notion of a Hopf pairing, following [KRT, §3] . Given two Hopf algebras A and B over the field k with invertible antipodes S A and S B , the bilinear map
is called a Hopf pairing if it satisfies the following properties (for any a, a ∈ A, b, b ∈ B):
(2.32) where we use the Sweedler notation for the coproduct ∆(x) = x 1 ⊗ x 2 .
Following [DI, Theorem 2 .1], we endow U v (Lsl n ) with the new Drinfeld topological Hopf algebra structure by defining the coproduct ∆, the counit , and the antipode S as follows:
, respectively, are actually Hopf subalgebras of (U v (Lsl n ), ∆, S, ). The following is well-known (e.g. see [G, §9.3 
]):
Proposition 2.33. The assignment
ϕ(e i (z), ψ + j (w)) = 0, ϕ(ψ − j (w), f i (z)) = 0, gives rise to a non-degenerate Hopf algebra pairing ϕ :
3. Shuffle algebra S (n) and its integral forms 3.1. Shuffle algebra S (n) . Let Σ k denote the symmetric group in k elements, and set Σ (k 1 ,...,k n−1 ) := Σ k 1 × · · · × Σ k n−1
for i, j ∈ I. Let us introduce the bilinear shuffle product on S (n) :
given
(3.1)
This endows S (n) with a structure of an associative unital algebra with the unit 1 ∈ S (n) (0,...,0) . We will be interested only in the subspace of S (n) defined by the pole and wheel conditions:
k denote the subspace of all elements F satisfying these two conditions and set S (n) := k∈N I S (n) k . It is straightforward to check that the subspace S (n) ⊂ S (n) is -closed.
The resulting algebra S (n) , shall be called the shuffle algebra.
Shuffle algebra realizations.
The shuffle algebra S (n) , is related to U > v (Lsl n ) via the following result of [N] (cf. [T] ):
Remark 3.5. This theorem was manifestly used in [T] to prove Theorem 2.15(a2,b2,c2).
The proof of Theorem 3.4 in [T] crucially utilized the specialization maps φ d [T, (3.12) ], which we recall next. For β = α j + α j+1 + . . . + α i , define j(β) := j, i(β) := i, and let [β] denote the integer interval [j(β); i(β)]. Consider a collection of the intervals {[β]} β∈∆ + each taken with a multiplicity d β ∈ N and ordered with respect to (2.10) (the order inside each group is irrelevant). Define l ∈ N I via l :
Let us now define the specialization map φ d (here d denotes the collection {d β } β∈∆ + )
(3.6) Split the variables {x i,r } 1≤r≤l i i∈I into β∈∆ + d β groups corresponding to the above intervals, and specialize those in the s-th copy of [β] to v −j(β) · y β,s , . . . , v −i(β) · y β,s in the natural order (the variable x k,? gets specialized to v −k y β,s ). For F = f (x 1,1 ,...,x n−1,l n−1 )
as the corresponding specialization of f . Note that φ d (F ) is independent of our splitting of the variables {x i,r } 1≤r≤l i i∈I into groups and is symmetric in {y β,s } d β s=1 for any β. Following [T, Definition 8.6] , an element F ∈ S (n) k is called good if the following holds: 
Corollary 3.8. S (n) is an integral form of the shuffle algebra S (n) .
Remark 3.9. In [T, Theorem 3 .34], we also established the shuffle realization of U > v (Lsl n ) by proving that the isomorphism Ψ of Theorem 3.4 gives rise to a C
-submodule of all integral elements, see [T, Definition 3.31 ]. We skip the definition of the latter as it is not presently needed.
Extended shuffle algebra.
For the purpose of the next section, define the extended shuffle algebra (cf. [N, §3.4 ]) S (n),≥ by adding pairwise commuting generators {ψ − i,−s , (ψ − i,0 ) −1 } s∈N i∈I with the following relations:
s z s and denotes the multiplication in S (n),≥ . Then, the isomorphism Ψ of Theorem 3.4 naturally extends to a C(v)-algebra isomorphism
Evoking the Hopf algebra structure on U ≥ v (Lsl n ), isomorphism (3.11) induces the one on S (n),≥ . The corresponding coproduct ∆ on S (n),≥ has been described in [N, Proposition 3.5] :
for any F ∈ S (n) k , where l ≤ k iff l i ≤ k i for all I, and ζ −1 j,i (x j,s /x i,r ) in (3.13) are expanded in nonnegative powers of x i,r /x j,s . We refer the reader to [N, Remark 3.6] for the further details.
Main result
The main result of this note is the duality of the integral forms U v (Lsl n ) and U v (Lsl n ) with respect to the C(v)-valued new Drinfeld pairing ϕ on U v (Lsl n ):
We shall prove only part (a), while the proof of part (b) is completely analogous. Our proof is crucially based on the PBWD result for U < v (Lsl n ), Theorem 2.15, the shuffle realization of U > v (Lsl n ), Theorem 3.7, and the shuffle realization of the new Drinfeld coproduct (3.13). We will first establish the result for n = 2, and then generalize our argument for any n > 2.
Case n=2. For n = 2, we shall skip the first index i.
Then, Theorem 4.1 is equivalent to the following identity:
consisting of all degree k elements. Note that the new Drinfeld pairing ϕ is of degree zero, that is ϕ(x, y) = 0 for homogeneous elements x, y with deg(x) + deg(y) = 0.
(4.3)
Combining (4.4) with the explicit formulas for the new Drinfeld coproduct ∆ and the property (2.31), we obtain the general formula for the pairing with f (z 1 ) · · · f (z N ):
with the factors ζ −1 (z r /z s ) expanded in the nonnegative powers of z s /z r .
Proof. Due to (4.3), we have ϕ x, f (z 1 ) · · · f (z N ) = 0 if k = N . Henceforth, we will assume k = N and set F := Ψ(x) ∈ S
(2) N , so that F (x 1 , . . . , x N ) is a symmetric Laurent polynomial. Due to the property (2.31), we have
where ∆ (l) are defined inductively via ∆ (1) := ∆ and ∆ (l) := (∆ ⊗ Id ⊗(l−1) ) • ∆ (l−1) for l ≥ 2. Evoking the formula (3.13) and the property (4.3), we get
.
(4.9)
Recalling the properties (2.31, 4.3) and the formula (4.4), for
(4.10)
Combining (4.7-4.10), we finally obtain
This completes our proof of Lemma 4.5.
Thus, the subspace of U > v (Lsl 2 ) defined by the right-hand side of (4.2) is N-graded. More-
The latter is equivalent to the inclusion x ∈ U > v (Lsl 2 ), due to Theorem 3.7 (as all specialization maps are trivial for n = 2).
This completes our proof of Theorem 4.1(a) for n = 2.
Case n > 2. For any 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n − 1, define the series
, and its coefficients encode f α j +...+α i ,r of (2.13) for all possible decompositions r. For i = j, we shall denote f j;j (z) simply by f j (z), so that f j;i (z j , . . . , z i ) :
Similar to the n = 2 case treated above, our primary goal is to compute the new Drinfeld pairing with products of these f j;i (z j , . . . , z i ).
The algebra U v (Lsl n ) is N I -graded with deg(e i,r ) = 1 i = − deg(f i,r ), deg(ψ ± i,±s ) = 0 for all i ∈ I, r ∈ Z, s ∈ N, where 0 = (0, . . . , 0) and 1 i = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) with 1 placed at the i-th spot. In particular,
(4.13)
Similar to (4.4), we get
(4.14)
The following result is proved completely analogously to Lemma 4.5:
and any collection j 1 , . . . , j N ∈ I, we have ϕ x, f j 1 (z j 1 ,? ) · · · f j N (z j N ,? ) = δ k,1 j 1 +...+1 j N · Ψ(x) |x jr ,? →z jr ,? · 1≤r<s≤N ζ −1 jr,js (z jr,? /z js,? )
with the factors ζ −1 jr,js (z jr,? /z js,? ) expanded in the nonnegative powers of z js,? /z jr,? (where the second index ? of x and z variables is used to distinguish the latter when j a = j b for a = b).
In what follows, we make the conventions that 1 z−w represents the series ∞ m=0 z −1 ( w z ) m . For 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n − 1, consider the graph Q j,i whose vertices are labelled by j, j + 1, . . . , i and the vertices k, k + 1 (j ≤ k < i) are connected by a single edge, labelled by k. Let Or j,i denote the set of all orientations π of Q j,i . For π ∈ Or j,i and j ≤ k < i, define ζ −1 π,k (z, w) via
(4.16)
Due to Lemma 4.15, we can now compute the pairing with f j;i (z j , . . . , z i ) by simplifying all [a, b] v as ab − vba in (4.12) and thus expressing the latter as a sum of 2 i−j summands:
Remark 4.19. The denominator of Ψ(x) |x r,1 →zr is cancelled by the numerators of ζ −1 ·,· -factors.
Proof. Due to (4.13), we may assume that
First, let us assume that p(x j,1 , . . . , x i,1 ) = x a j j,1 · · · x a i i,1 . Pick sufficiently small integers r j+1 , . . . , r i 0, so that a ι + r ι ≤ 0 for j < ι ≤ i. Then, evaluating the coefficient of i k=j+1 z −r k k in the right-hand side of (4.18), we get a nonzero contribution only from π ∈ Or j,i with k → k + 1 for all j ≤ k < i. Moreover, the corresponding contribution equals
where the powers A and B do not depend on a j , . . . , a i and are explicitly given by the formulas A = − i ι=j+1 (ι − j)(r ι − 1 + δ ι,i ), B = i ι=j (r ι − 1 + δ ι,i ). Generalizing (4.21), for any Laurent polynomial p(x j,1 , . . . , x i,1 ) and sufficiently small integers r j+1 , . . . , r i 0, evaluating the coefficients of i k=j+1 z −r k k in (4.18), we get
In view of (4.22) and evoking the definition of with the factors ζ −1 k,l (z k,? /z l,? ) expanded in the nonnegative powers of z l,? /z k,? (here z k,? and z l,? denote the arguments of the series f jr;ir and f js;is , respectively).
Proof. The proof is entirely analogous to that of Lemma 4.5.
Similar to Corollary 4.20, we immediately obtain
In view of Theorem 3.7, this Corollary implies the inclusion ⊇ in Theorem 4.1(a):
Thus, it remains to establish the opposite inclusion ⊆ in Theorem 4.1(a):
The proof proceeds in several steps by reducing to the setup in which (4.22) applies.
Evoking the shuffle realization of the subalgebra U > v (Lsl n ), Theorem 3.7, and of the new Drinfeld coproduct (3.13), we immediately obtain the following result:
Lemma 4.28. For any x ∈ U > v (Lsl n ), we have ∆(x) = x 1 x 1 ⊗ x 2 in the Sweedler notation (the right-hand side is an infinite sum) with x 1 , x 2 ∈ U > v (Lsl n ) and x 1 -a monomial in ψ − ?,? . Combining Lemma 4.28 with the property (2.31), it thus suffices to show that given any x ∈ U > v (Lsl n )[1 j + . . . + 1 i ], x -a monomial in ψ − ?,? , and any decomposition r = (r j , . . . , r i ) ∈ Z i−j+1 , we have ϕ x x, f α j +...+α i ,r ∈ C[v, v −1 ].
(4.29)
Evoking the property (2.31) once again, for the proof of (4.29) it suffices to establish ϕ x, f α j +...+α i ,r ∈ C[v, v −1 ] (4.30)
for any x ∈ U > v (Lsl n )[1 j + . . . + 1 i ] and any decomposition r = (r j , . . . , r i ) ∈ Z i−j+1 . Given x ∈ U > v (Lsl n )[1 j + . . . + 1 i ], the validity of (4.30) for sufficiently small integers r j+1 , . . . , r i 0 is due to (4.22). We shall call such decompositions r "x-sufficiently small". To establish (4.30) for general r, we shall apply the PBWD result of Theorem 2.15(b1) with the choice of decompositions r(β, r) such that r(α j + . . . + α i , r) are "x-sufficiently small". Then, combining Theorem 2.15(b1) with the N I -grading on U > v (Lsl n ), we see that the element f α j +...+α i ,r can be written as a C[v, v −1 ]-linear combination of f α j +...+α i ,r(α j +...+α i ,r) (r ∈ Z) and ordered monomials in f α j +...+α i ,? with j ≤ j ≤ i ≤ i and i − j < i − j. By the above observation ϕ x, f α j +...+α i ,r(α j +...+α i ,r) ∈ C[v, v −1 ] for any r ∈ Z. Finally, to check that the pairing of x with monomials in f α j +...+α i ,? as above is C[v, v −1 ]-valued, we apply the above arguments again, reducing to the proof of (4.30) with (j, i) replaced by (j , i ), and thus we can proceed by induction in i − j. This completes our proof of Proposition 4.27.
Combining Propositions 4.26, 4.27, we get the proof of Theorem 4.1(a) for a general n.
Remark 4.31. The above proof manifestly uses our construction of the entire family of the PBWD bases of U v (Lsl n ) for all decompositions r (rather than picking the canonical one r (0) ).
Remark 4.32. The finite counterpart of Theorem 4.1, where U v (Lsl n ) is replaced by U v (sl n ) and the new Drinfeld pairing ϕ is replaced by the Drinfeld-Jimbo pairing, is well-known, see e.g. [DCL, §3] . In the loc.cit., this duality is extended to the duality between the Cartanextended subalgebras U ,≥ (sl n ) and U ,≤ (sl n ) (resp. U ,≤ (sl n ) and U ,≥ (sl n ))), where is used to indicate yet enlarged algebras by adding more Cartan elements, see [DCL, Theorem 3.1] .
